Dissenting report of the Australian Greens

1.1 The Australian Greens would like to acknowledge the committee’s work on this inquiry into the grape and wine industry. The report provides a useful summary of many of the issues with the current supply chain structure and we support a number of its recommendations.

1.2 The Greens believe that the Government should transition from the current WET to a volumetric tax calculated on the alcohol content of wine products rather than their value. It is our view that small wine producers should continue to receive a form of sales rebate to acknowledge their important contribution to regional economies.

1.3 As a value-based tax, the WET encourages the production of high volume and low quality wine. As is noted in the report, a procession of government reviews have recommended the abolition of the WET in its current form because of the perverse incentives it creates. Consequently, we do not support the Recommendation 1—which in our view is the principle recommendation of the report—as the retention of the WET is implicit in it. This is not to say that we support retaining the current WET rebate which, as is detailed in the report, is being rorted in many cases, including in subsidising the production of bulk and unbranded wine.

Recommendation 1

1.4 We recommend that the Government immediately phase out WET rebates for producers of bulk and unbranded wine.

---
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The shift to a volumetric based tax is supported by many in the wine industry, including Treasury Wine Estates and Pernod Ricard Winemakers who are positively disposed towards a volumetric tax. A volumetric tax would help transition the industry towards quality and higher value price points. The fact that no comprehensive Treasury modelling has been done—or made public, at least—on a volumetric based tax on is deficient and unfortunate.

To counter the impact of a shift to a volumetric tax, the Greens strongly believe that small wine producers should continue to be eligible for a wholesale or cellar door rebate. Small producers should be no worse off under any new tax arrangements. The committee was presented with ample evidence that a form of rebate is essential to the viability of many small wine producers. These local producers are large employers and are fundamental to the economy in many regional communities. Again, the Treasury has either not undertaken or not released any modelling of the impact of the withdrawal of the existing rebate scheme on small wine producers, or the establishment of an alternative rebate scheme.

Recommendation 2

We recommend that the Treasury model the sectoral impacts of various volumetric-based taxes on wine, considering producer size, type and locational data. This analysis should be used as the basis for any compensation or readjustment scheme necessary during a transition to a volumetric tax on wine.

Recommendation 3

We recommend that the Government work with wine industry stakeholders to design and determine eligibility for a rebate scheme for small wine producers to accompany the introduction of a volumetric tax on wine.
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Recommendation 4

1.9 We recommend that the Government introduce a volumetric tax on wine and set a timetable to phase it in.
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